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Abstract 
Tian, F. and W. Zang, The maximum number of diagonals of a cycle in a block and its 
extremal graphs, Discrete Mathematics 89 (1991) 51-63. 
In this paper we show that if G is a 2-connected graph having minimum degree n such that 
IV(G)1 L 2n + 1, then there exists a cycle in G having more than n(n - 2) diagonals, unless G is 
K n,mr m >n or the Petersen graph. So the conjecture posed by Gupta, Kahn and Robertson 
is settled completely. 
1. Introduction and notation 
We use [l] for basic terminology and notation, and consider only simple, 
undirected graphs. 
Let G be a graph containing a cycle whose vertices are labelled cl, c2, . . . , c,. 
An edge cicj is called a diagonal if ci $ {ci-r, cj+,}. We denote by a(C) the 
number of diagonals of C, and by o(G) the maximum number of diagonals of a 
cycle in G. 
Gupta, Kahn and Robertson [3] have proved that for any graph G with 
6(G) = 12 2 3, a(G) z i(n + l)(n - 2). They conjecture [2] further that if G is 
2-connected and IV(G)( 2 2n + 1, then a(G) ~n(n - 2) + 1, unless G is 
m > n or the Petersen graph. As a partial solution to this conjecture, Ash 
;“;;‘i7 h as s own that a(G)>n(n -2), if IV(G)1 ~2n. 
We verify this conjecture below by proving the following theorem. 
Theorem. Let G be a 2-connected graph with 6(G) = n 2 3 and IV(G)1 2 2n + 1, 
then a(G) Z= n(n - 2) + 1, unless G is K,,,, m > n or the Pkersen graph. 
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To simplify the proof we introduce the following notation. Let P = cIc2. . . cp 
be a path in a graph G. For Ci E V(P), Nr(Ci) denotes the set of neighbours of ci 
on P (and N,(Ci) = {q: c~+~ E Np(Ci)}). Furthermore, if x = Ci, then we denote 
ci-k, ci+k by X-k, X+k respectively, k EN. For Ci, Cj E V(P), i S j, put P[ci, cj] = 
(ci7 ci+l, . * . ) Cj} and for i <j - 1, P(c,, Cj) = {Ci+l, Ci+2, . . . , Cj_l}. Moreover, if 
i > j, then we define P[q, Cj] = 0. Analogous definitions hold for P(q, Cj] and 
p[Ci, Cj). 
Let Z-Z be a subgraph of G, we use X(H) to denote the set of all the 
Hamiltonian paths of H. 
2. Proof of Theorem 
Lemma 1. Let C be a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph H, and 
Y = {y E V(H): d,(y)an}. 
(1) Zf IYI >2n, then o(C)an(n - 2), and equality holds iff IYI =2n, and 
d,(y) = n for each y E Y, further d&v) = 2 for each v E V(H)/Y. 
(2) Zf Y contains a set X of n independent vertices, then o(C) 2 n(n - 2), and 
equality holds only if dn(v) = n for each v E X. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is easy since 
o(C)=; 2 d&)- (HI. 
xcV(H) 
Let G be a graph satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem. We may assume G is 
not Hamiltonian by Lemma 1. We use some basic ideas from [2] and [3]. Let 
Q = tot, . ‘. t&,,V,-, * ’ * v1 be a longest path of G such that 
v,v,_1* * * vlv, is a cycle in G and m is as large as possible. (1) 
Let PO denote the path v1v2 * * . v,, let C denote the cycle v,v,,_~ . * * v,v, and 
let H denote the subgraph of G induced by the set of vertices V(H) = 
{ Vl,V2,. . * 9 v,}. Let a vertex x E V(H)\{v,} b e called accessible if there is a 
Hamiltonian path in H from v, to x and let A(H) denote the set of accessible 
vertices. Further, define A(H) = V(H)/A(H). 
Lemma 2 [2]. (1) d&) = d,(x) ?nforaffxEA(H), andv,,v,_,~A(H). 
(2) IA(H)1 z= 2. 
(3) IV(H)1 3 2n. 
Let uk E A(H) and denote a Hamiltonian path in H from vk to v, by Pk. For 
each Pk we Will relabel the vertices by v:, v$, . . . , v:, where v: = uk and 
u, k,u Let s be the least integer such that v,k+r EA(H). Then there exists a 
path PFsuch that s is as small as possible. Denote by t the least s. 
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Suppose the former Q, subject to (l), satisfies the following condition: 
t is as large as possible. (2) 
We now choose a path Pk with s = t. For convenience, we will suppress k and 
refer to Pk as P and vf, vg, . . . , vk as cl, c2, . . . , c,. Then iV;(c,) E A(H) and 
I&(cJI 3 n. 
Lemma 3. (1) If ci, Cj E N,(c,) for i > i > t + 1, then cici 4 E(G). 
(2) Zf cj E N,(c,) for j > t + 1, then clcj $ E(G). 
(3) Zf t 3 2, and IA(H)1 3 2n, then a(G) 3 n(n - 2) + 1. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are shown in [2]. 
For (3), we suppose that a(G) sn(n - 2). Then we may assume that 
IA(H)1 = 2n, and d&) = 2 for each x E ]i(H). Since c, E A(H) and d,(c,+,) = 2, 
the Hamiltonian path from c, to c, must be of the form c,c,+~ - * . c,. This 
contradicts that t Z= 2. 0 
Proposition 1. Zf t 3 n, then a(G) 3 n(n - 2) + 1. 
Proof. We consider the original path P,[v,, v,]. Since IA(H)] > 2 by Lemma 2, 
there exists Vj E V(PO) nA(H) such that Vj f ZJ,. By the definition of t, 
IP,[v,, vi) rl A(H)1 3 t. Further, by considering the path v,,_~v,_~~ . * vlv,, we 
have by the definition of t, IPo(Vjj v,_,] nA(Z-Z)I 2 t. Thus IA(H)1 ~2t 2 2n. 
Hence a(G) 2 n(n - 2) + 1 by Lemma 3(3). 0 
We now assume 2 s t < n. Let X = iVp(cI)IP[c2, c,+~] and label the vertices of 
X in order along P by x1, x2, . . . ,x,. Clearly, r 3 n - t since cfH(cl) 2 n by 
Lemma 2. 
Lemma 4 [2]. Zf 2 s t < n, then 
IAW)I{P(~,+I> x;‘) U P[x,, c,]}l 3 2t + 2(r - 1) + y(t - 2), 
where y is the number of intervals P[Xi, x1;‘,], 14 i s r - 1 containing a vertex 
v E A(H). 
Lemmas. Zf26t<nanda(G)Sn(n-2), thenr=n-t. 
Proof. If r 3 n - t + 1, then from Lemma 4 we have 
(A(H) 3 2t + 2(n - t) = 2n, 
and hence, a(G) 5 n(n - 2) + 1 by Lemma 3(3), a contradiction. Cl 
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Lemma6. For2~t<n, ifr=n-t, then 
(1) clci E E(G) for any cj E P[cz, cr+J 
(2) Zf C,, Ck E P[C,, Ct+l], k >I, fhet2 c,c, E E(G). 
(3) Zf O(G) s B(B - 2), then N,(Ci)/{C,} = N~(c~)/{c;} for each ci E P[c~, c,]. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are shown in [2]. 
For (3), we suppose CiCk E E(G), k # 1, and clck $ E(G). Then, as shown in 
[2], [A( z22n. Th us a(G) > n(n - 2) + 1 by Lemma 3 (3), a contradiction. 
Hence, N~(Ci)l{C,} = N~(Ci)/{ci}* 0 
Proposition 2. Zf 2 s t < n, then a(G) 5 n(n - 2) + 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 5, we may assume r = n - t. 
Case 1: t=2, r=n-2. 
Let Y=N;(c,), then ]YJ =n, Y GA(H) and by Lemma 3, Y/{c,} is an 
independent set. Let s be the largest integer such that c,ci E E(G), where ci E Y. 
Define the cycle 
C’ = ClC2 . . * X&l, 
1 
if c, =x,_,, 
C&$,-i * * * c1ci+1ci+2 * * * G, otherwise. 
Then C’ contains n - 2 diagonals c2cI, where 1# 1, and a further (n - l)(n - 2) 
diagonals c&, where cd E Y/{C,} and q f 2. Hence o(C’) Z= n(n - 2). 
If x;~ E A(H), then x;‘, xT2 can play the role of c1 and c2, and hence, by 
Lemma 6, xF2x1 E E(G), it is a diagonal of C’. Therefore, a(C’) 5 n(n - 2) + 1. 
So we may assume xT3 E A(H). Thus xT4 E A(H), since otherwise IA( 2 2n, 
and hence a(G) Z= n(n - 2) + 1 by Lemma 3(3). Moreover, y = 0 for otherwise 
a(C) 2 n(n - 2) + 1. Thus JP[xi, xEyl]] = 2 for any 1 F i s r - 1. 
Let T = {cl, c2}, U = {xT2, xT3} and S = {x;‘, x;l, . . . , x;‘}. Then there is 
no edge from S to U. Since, if xzT1x;j E E(G) for xi’ E S and x;’ E U, then the 
Hamiltonian path 
x;j-lx-j-2. . . -1 -1 
1 C1Xi-lXi_1. ’ 'X;'Xi Xi. "C, 
contradicts the definition of t for j = 2 and contradicts the fact that xT4 E A(H) for 
j = 3. Hence, there is no edge between any two sets of S, T and U. Note that S is 
an independent set, we have 
a(C) 2 (r - l)(n - 2) + 4(n - 2) - 2 
= (n - 3)(n - 2) + 4(n - 2) - 2 
= n(n - 2) + (n - 4). 
So we may assume that n < 4. 
(a) n = 3. If a(G) = n(n I:), then by Lemma 6, dH(xl) 23. Moreover 
&(v) 2 3 for 21 E {cl, c2, c3, xl , xL2, xl -3}, it follows by Lemma 1 that a(C) 14, 
a contradiction. 
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(b) n = 4. If x2 f c,, then &(u) 24 for v E {ci, c2, xl, x;‘, xc2, xc3, x;‘, x2). 
Moreover, &(c3) 33. It deduced by Lemma 1 that a(C) ~9. Hence we may 
assume x2 = c,. Thus a(C) 2 [7(4 - 2) + 2(3 - 2)]/2 = 8. If a(C) = 8, then we can 
see that NH(x;‘) E {x;‘, xF3, x;‘}, contrary to n 2 4. Hence a(C) 2 9. 
Case2: t=n-1, r=l. 
Now dH(c,J 2 n since c&z’ E E(G) and by Lemma 6, H[{c,, c2, . . . , cn}] = 
K,. By considering the Hamiltonian path x;‘xT2 * . * x;” . . * clxl . . . c,, we have 
{x;‘, x;2, . . . ) q+l } E A(H). We may assume, by Lemma 1, that XT” 4 A(H). 
Then by Lemma 6, 
N(x,) 3 {Cl, cz, . . . , q-1, x;l, x?, . . . , c+y, 
thus &(x1) > n. And by Lemma 1 o(C) 2 n(n - 2) + 1. 
Case3: 2<t<n-1. 
Put 
s = {XT’, x;‘, . . . ) XL’}, T = (~1, G, . . . > ~1, 
and 
Xl u= i’ 
1 
‘, xp, . . . ) XT’}, if x;‘-’ E A(H); 
Xl 2, xp, . . . , x;‘-‘}, otherwise. 
Let us note first that if x;‘-’ E A(H), then we may assume x;‘-~ E A(H). Since 
otherwise, by Lemma 4, JA(H)IP[ x,, ~,,,]/a 2n. Further dH(cr+i) 2 3, thus by 
Lemma 1 a(C) 3 n(n - 2) + 1, and Proposition 2 holds. Likewise, we may 
assume y = 0, if xTr-’ E A(H). 
We shall prove Proposition 2 in this case. 
It can be deduced as in Case 1 that there is no edge between may two sets of 
S, T and U. Thus 
And we may assume t = n - 2, further n 2 5 since t 2 3. 
(1) x;‘-’ 4 A(H). 
Now dH(x,) 2 ITI + IUI - 1 = 2n - 3, since by Lemma 6, T U U c N(x,). If 
y # 0, then IA( 3 3n - 6 2 2n - 1 (not counting x1). Further &,(x1) 2 2n - 
3 > n + 1, thus a(C) > n(n - 2) + 1. And hence we may suppose y = 0 and 
IP[x,, x;q = 2. 
If xzzc,, then &(v) 3 n for all v E T U U U {x;‘, x2}. Further &(x1) + 
d,(c,,_,)S2n-3+n-1 22n+l (na5). Thus byLemma 1 a(C)an(n-2)+ 
1. So we may assume x2 = c,. 
Since x;lx;’ 4 E(G), by Lemma 6 N(x;l) II U = 0. Hence, using n 2 5, there 
must exist a ck l P(cl+l, x;? such that x;‘ck E E(G). Thus 
and 
-1 ck-_1ck__2. * ’ clxlxl . . ’ c&1x2 E x(H), 
{ck__l, Ci!l, . . . , CL!;‘} c A(H). 
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Therefore IA(H)1 2 3n - 6 > 2n - 1. Note that d&i) + d&c,_i) a 2n + 1 (n 2 
S), it follows by Lemma 1 that a(C) 2 n(n - 2) + 1. 
(2) x;+i E A(H). 
Now IA(H)1 a2n - 1, y = 0. If x,fc,, then &(x2) L n. Further d&c,+ i) 2 3. 
It deduced by Lemma 1 that a(C) 3 n(n - 2) + 1. So we may assume x2 = c,. 
Similarly to that in (l), Proposition 2 is followed below. 
Henceforward, we may assume t = 1. Let X = Np(cl) and label the vertices of 
X in order along the path P by x1, x2, . . . , x,. Denote yi = x;l, 1 s i s n and 
Y = N;(c,), then Y = 
Lemma ‘7. For t = 1, n < IA(H)1 ~22n - 1 (n 2 3) or IA(H)1 = 2n (n 2 4), if 
o(G) = n(n - 2), then 
NYk) = (XlcLd) u {Ykl) 
for all 2 6 k 6 n. 
Proof. Let 2 = A(H)IY, then dHIY(z) < 2 for any z E Z, since otherwise a(G) 2 
n(n - 2) + 1. 
We verify Lemma 7 by induction on k. 
For k = 2, we will prove N(yJ = (X/(x1}) U {y;‘} by showing that 
MY*) t-l P[Xl I Y ;I) = 0, N(yz)flP(xi,yi+,)=O foranylsisn-I 
and 
N(Y*) f-l P(&z, cm1 =0. 
(4 NY,) n ph Y ;‘I = 0. 
Assuming the contrary. Let y2x E E(G), x E P[xl, y;‘), then 
x+‘X+2. . . y2xx-’ . . . +1 Xl YlX2XZ * . . c, E X(H), and x+l E Z. 
Hence d&x+i) =z 2 and lN(x+‘) n { y2, y3, . . . , yn} 12 n - 2. 
If IZ 3 4, then there exists yi E Y (i 2 3) such that X+‘yi E E(G). Thus 
+i . . 
X1X1 .Xy,y;’ . ..x+'yiy.' . . . X2ylXiX+1 ’ ’ * Cm E X(H), 
contradicts the fact that xi E A(H). Hence n = 3, and x+‘y3 $ E(G). 
Since &(v) 2 3 for any v E {yi, y2, y3, x2, x, x+l}, it follows by Lemma 1 that 
x3 = c,. Define the cycle C’ by 
y,xi ***xx+l.* *y,xz..*y3x3yi, 
then y1x2 and xy2 are two diagonals of C’. Further by Lemma 2 C’ must contain 
two further diagonals incident with x+l and y, respectively, so a(C’) 3 4, a 
contradiction. 
(b) N(y,) rl P(x,, y,+J for any 2 < i s n - 1. 
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Otherwise, let yzx E E(G), x E P(x,, yi+J such that ]P(_q, x]] is as small as 
possible. Then x-i E Z, since 
x-5-2 ...~*ylq... y*xx+1 * * * c, E X(H). 
Now x-l = xi. Otherwise, since dH,Y(x-l) < 2 and y,, y2 E N(x-‘), N(x-l) = 
{ x, x-*, ~3, ~4, . . . , y,>. Thus 
+1 . . x1x1 * y2xx+i * * * yi+lx-‘x-* * . . x*y1xi+i * * * cm E X(H), 
contrary to xl E A(H). Hence 
y;‘y;* . . . xiy,xiyi . . * x,y,x . * * cm E X(H), 




‘Y2 YjYj - xyzx* . * ’ YiXiylXjXf 1 ’ * * cm E X(H), 
contrary to xl EA(H). Thus N(y;‘) fl {yl, Y~+~, . . . , yn} = 0. Note that 
d&y;‘) < 2, we have i = 12 - 1 (i.e., x-l = xi =x,-1), further 
(Y29 Y3, . . . 9 Yn-11 c NY;‘), Yn e WY;‘). 
Now {x2,x3,..., x,-,} &A(H), since 
+1 . . 
x2x2 
+1 . . 
* Yn-lx”-lYlXlX1 . y*xx+l . . * c, E X(H), 
X,_iY,_l - * * x*y1x1 * . . y*x * * . cm E X(H) 
(*I 
and for any 2<j<n - 1, 
+i . . XjXj * yn-lx,-lYlxl . . . YT’yjyj -1 . . . x*y*x . . . c, E Ye(H). 
Note that dH(x) 2 3, by Lemma 1 we see 
. 9 Yn, x2, x31 . . . 9 &z-l, y;‘>, if IA(H)] < 2n, 
A(H)=(jYy::~:::.,y.,~2,~3,...,~~-~,y;’,x), if(A(H)(=2n. 
Hence N(y2) O P( x,, cm1 = 0 and WY,) n P(x,-~, y,J = {x}. 
For any 3 ci s it - 1, by (*) y;‘yj E E(G). If y2Xj E E(G), then 
y;2y;3 . ’ ’ Xly,X*Xz” . ’ ’ yjy;‘y*XjXi” ’ . . C, E X(H), 
contrary to y;* EA(H). So y2Xj $ E(G) for any 3 si s n - 1. Hence N(y,) E 
{y;l, x2, x, x,}, and 12 s 4. 
If 12 =4, then N(y2)= {y;‘, x2, x, x4}. Since d,(v)>n for any v E 
{Yl, Y2, Y3, Y49 YZ’P X2? x31, dH(x) 23 and dH(x4) 23, by Lemma 1 we see 
x4=c 
De&e the cycle C’ by ylxlx:‘. . * Y4x4Y1. Then Y1x29 Y1x3, Y;‘y,, y2x and y2x4 
are five diagonals of C’. Since y;‘, ~3, ~4 E WQ and by (*) Y;‘Y, $ E(G), 
moreover, by Lemma 3 y3y44 E(G), C’ must contain four further diagonals 
incident with y;‘, y3 and y4 respectively. Thus a(C’) 2 9, which contradicts the 
original assumption. 
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If n = 3, then by Lemma 1 x3 = c,, since d*(v) 33 for any v E 
{yi, y2, ~3, y;‘, X, x2}. Define the cycle by ylxl . . .y3x3yl. Then y1x2 and y2x are 
two diagonals of C’. Since y;‘, y,, y4 E A(H) and by (*) y;‘y3 4 E(G), C’ must 
contain two further diagonals incident with y;’ and y, respectively. Thus 
a(C’) > 4, a contradiction. 
(c) N(Yz) fl &?I, Gzl = 0. 
Otherwise, let y2x E E(G), n E P&X,, c,] and IP(x,, x]l is as small as possible. 
Then x-i E Z, since 
x-%-2 - * * xzyixi * - . y,x * . * c, E X(H). 
If x-l f x,, then, by d,ly(x-‘) c 2, N(x-‘) = {x, xm2, y,, y,, . . . , y,}. Hence for 
any 3SiSn, 
Xix:l’ ’ ‘X-‘yiy;‘. ’ .X2yIy:l. ’ ‘y2X f ’ ‘C, E I. 
Moreover, we have 
and 
+i . . 
x2x2 * y,x-lx-2 * . . x,y,y:l* * * y,x * . * c, E X(H) 
y;‘y;2 * . . XIY,X,X,+’ * . . x-ly”y,’ * . . x2y2x ’ - - cm E X(H). 
Therefore 
IA(H)1 3 I{YI, ~2, . . . , Y,, x2, x3, . . . 7 x,, x-‘, r;‘>l z=2n + 1, 
a contradiction. Thus x-l = x,. 
It is still true that y;’ E A(H), since 
y;ly;2* * ‘XIYIXnYn * - ‘X,Y,X * *. c, E X(H). 
Thus dHly(y;i) c 2, and IN(y;‘) n {y3, y4, . . . , yn}l 3 n - 3. Note that for any 
3 s i s n, y;‘y, and y2xi can not exist simultaneously, for otherwise 
+i . . 
x1x1 ’ y;lyiy;’ f ’ ’ X2yIXnyII ’ . ’ X,y2X . ’ ’ C, E X(H), 
contrary to x1 eA(H). Hence JN(y2) n {x3, x4, . . . , x,)1 c 1. 
(i) W(y2) 1-3 (x3, x4, . . . ,x,>l = 1. 
Let Xi, E N(y2), 3 s i. s r~, Then N(yz) = {y;l, x2, Xio, x}, and n = 4. Further 
N(y;‘) n (~3, ~4) = { yj”}, io f io. If Xi” = ~4, then 
+1. . 
x1x1 * $y,y;’ * - ’ x2y$3x;1. ’ ’ y,x,y,x . . . cm E X(H), 
contrary to ~1 ELI(H). Thus Xio=x3, yj,=yq, and N(yz)= {y;‘, ~2, ~3, x}. 
Obviously x2, x4 E A(H). So &(u) 2 4 for each VE 
{yl, y2, y3, y,, x2, x3, x4, y;l}, and hence by Lemma 1 x = c,. Define the cycle 
C’ by y,xi * - ’ y;‘y,x&yc, ’ * * x2yl. Then o(C’) L 9 as in (b), which is a 
contradiction. 
(ii) lN(y2) n {x3, x4, . . . , x,>l = 0. 
Clearly N(y2) = { y;l, x2, x} and it = 3. It is easy to see that x2, x3 eA(H). 
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Thus A(H) 2 {yl, y2, y3, x2, x3, y;‘}, and IA(H)1 = 6, which contradicts the 
assumption of Proposition 2. 
Combining (a), (b) and (c), we see N(y,) = (X/(x1}) U {y;‘}. 
Remark 1. It is easy to see that for IA(H)I = 2n, n = 3 and o(G) = n(n - 2), (a) 
and (b) are still true. If (c) is false, then 
NY,) = {Y?, x2, a, AW = {YI, ~2, ~3, Y:‘, ~21x31, 
and by Lemma 1 x = c,. Define the cycle C’ by ylxl * . . Y;‘Y~xx~ ** . x2yl, then 
ylx3, y2x2 are two diagonals of C’. If y;‘y, $ E(G), then C’ contains two further 
diagonals incident with y;’ and y3 respectively, and a(C’) > 4, a contradiction. 
Thus y;‘y3 E E(G), and the structure of H is shown as in Fig. 1, where 
P(x2, y3) # 0, for otherwise 
+1 
x1x1 . ’ * y;1y3~3yl~2y2~ E x(H), 
a contradiction. 
Let K3,3 be a complete bipartite graph with bipartition ({al, u2, a,}, 
{b,, b2, b3}). We denote K:,,T the graph obtained from K3,3 by inserting kj 
(k,, k2 3 1, k3 = 1) new vertices of degree 2 into the edge Ujbi for j = 1, 2, 3. 
Therefore, for IA(H)1 = 2 n, IZ = 3 and o(G) = n(n - 2), if (c) is false, then H is 
isomorphic to HT,,*3. 
Let us turn now to the proof of Lemma 7. 
Assume the conclusion of Lemma 7 is true for y2, y3, . . . , yk-l (k 3 3), we shall 
prove N(Y,) = (X/(x,-r)) U {y;‘>. 
(d) MY/J O P[xx---I> Y;‘) = 0. 
Otherwise, let ykx E E(G), x E P[x~_~, yk’). Then x+l E 2, and dHly(x+l) < 2. 
By the inductive assumption N(x+‘) fl {yl, y2, . . . , Y~_~} = 0, we see k = 3 and 
{Y3, Y4, . . . , yn} E N(x+‘). If n 3 4, then 
+1 . . 
x1x1 ~y2X2”~Xy3y;~“~x+~yny~1~~~X3y1Xn~~~CmE~(H), 
contrary to xi CA(H). Hence n = 3. Now x =x2, since dn(v) 2 3 for any 
v E {yl, y2, y,, x2, x3, x, x+‘}. Thus &(x2) ~4, and by Lemma 1 a(C) > 4, a 
contradiction. 
A 
Yl Xl Yi’ Y2 x2 Y3 x3 x = c, 
Fig. 1. 
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(e) N(yk) tl P(xi, yi+i) = 0 for any 1 s i < k - 2. 
Otherwise, let ykx E E(G), x E P(x,, y,+i) such that IP(xi, x]] is as small as 
possible. Then x-l E Z, since 
x-lx-Z. . +1 ’ xlYlxi+lxi+l ’ * * Y,&+’ * * ’ yi++,&l . * * c,,, E k%(H). 
If x-l #xi, then y,, yj+l # N(x-‘). Since dHly(x-l) s 2, we see ykx-’ E E(G), 
contradicts the assumption of x. Thus x-’ = xi, and xi #xi. So 2 6 i s k - 2, and 
k 34. 
Now y;’ E Z, since 
Thus dHly(yil) s 2. Since by the inductive assumption y,, yk__l $ N(y;‘), yk E: 
N(y;‘). Therefore, 
and yy2 E Z. Similarly, we can prove that yT3 E Z, yy4 E Z and so on. After a 
finite steps, we see x1 E Z, a contradiction. 
(f) N(yk) fl P(X,, yi+l) = 0 for ally k S i S Iz - 1. 
Otherwise, let ykx E E(G), x E P(x,, yi+l) and IP(x,, xl1 is as small as possible. 
Then x-l E Z, since 
x-1x-2. . . xkyly:’ . . . y/&t+’ ’ ’ * ,$+I&+1 * . - c,,, E X(H). 
If x-l fx,, then by the inductive assumption N(x-‘) n {yl, y,, . . . , yk} = 0, 
contrary to dH,y(~-l) < 2. Hence x-l = xi. 
Now y;’ E Z, since 
Hence d&y;l) 6 2. Since by the inductive assumption y,, y&i 4 N(y;‘), 




Yi+1Yi+1. * . xy,y,’ . * ’ XZYZXiY, * * . XkY1Xi+,Xi++ll ’ * . Cm E X(H), 
contrary to x1 E A(H). 
(g) N(Yk) n p(xn, cml = 0. 
Otherwise, let y,x E E(G), x E P(x,, c,] such that lP(xn, x]l is as small as 
possible. Then x-l E Z. If x-‘ fx,, then N(x-‘) fl {yl, y2, . . . ) yk} = 0, 
contradicts d&x-‘) c 2. Hence 
X 
-l- 
-X,7 and x,x:’ * . * y,x,y, * * . +1 . . xk YlX2X2 ’ YkX ’ . * Cm E X(H), 
a contradiction. 
Combining (d), (e), (f) and (g), we see N(yk) = (x/{xk_1}) U {y;‘}. And we 
complete the proof of Lemma 7 so far. Cl 
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Remark 2. From the proof of Lemma 7, we can see that if N(y2) = (X/(x1}) U 
{y;‘} is true, then N(yJ =(X/{x,_,})U {y;‘} is naturally true, for any 
3skcn. 
Remark 3. Let K,,, be a complete bipartite graph with bipartition (X, Y), where 
x = {Xl, x2, . . . 9 XrJ, Y= {Yl, Y*r . . . , yn}. We denote K& the graph obtained 
from K,,, by inserting k, 3 0 new vertices of degree 2 into the edge Xi-1 Yj of K,,, 
for j = 2, 3, . . . , n. Clearly, Kf,n is K,,, if k, = 0 for any 2 6 j < n. It is asserted by 
Lemma 7 that for t = 1, n < IA(H)1 ~2n - 1 (n 2 3) or IA(H)1 = 2n (n >4), if 
a(G) = n(n - 2), then H[P[ci, x,]] is isomophic to K,*,,. 
Proposition 3. For t = 1, if n + 1~ JA(H)J ~2n - 1 (n 2 3) or JA(H)J = 2n 
(n 3 4), then a(G) 2 n(n - 2) + 1. 
Proof. Suppose o(G) = n(n - 2). Then by Lemma 7 we see dH(~) an for any 
VEXUY. IfX”#C,, then by Lemma 7 d,&,) Z= n + 1, and hence by Lemma 1 
a(C) > n(n - 2) + 1, a contradiction. Thus x, = c,. By Lemma 7, H = Kz,,. 
It follows by Lemma 1 that A(H) E X U Y. So there exists a xi E A(H), i # n, 
i.e., there is a Hamiltonian path in Kz,, from xi to x,, which is impossible. Cl 
Proposition 4. For t = 1, IA(HI = n, if a(G) = n(n - 2), then G s K,,,+r, (12 0). 
Proof. Since a(G) = n(n - 2), by Lemma 7 and a similar proof to Proposition 3, 
H = K;,,. 
First we prove that for any 2 s j c n, xi’l_‘i = Yj. Otherwise, if for some j0 
(2sj,cn), X,:ll#JJjoe If is easy to see that xi’i EA(H). Hence A(H) go 
{YIP Y2, * . . , yn, x;?~}, which contradicts the fact that IA(H)1 = n. Thus H = K,,,. 
Let y E V(C)lV(Q) b e a vertex adjacent to V(H)/{x,}. Then y is adjacent 
only to X/(x,}. Since Q is the longest path of G, y is an isolated vertex of G/Q. 
Further, by the maximum of m, N(y) fl Q[t,,, tk] = 0. Hence N(y) = X. 
Now we prove that k = 0, i.e., to = tk. Assuming the contrary. For any longest 
path R with x, as a terminal vertex in GI(HI{x,}), it is easy to see that 
Q’ = RY,x,-,Y,-, . . * xlyl is also a longest path of G. We now choose a path 
R = tot’ . . - tkx, such that tj E ZV(t’) and j is as large as possible,.where tj may be 
x,. Denote the cycle C’ by tot’ . . - tit’, and H’ = G[C’]. By regarding tj in H’ as 
V, in H, we can define A(H’) and A(H’) analogously. 
It follows by Lemma 2 that IV(H’)I a2n. But by the choice of Q IV(H’)I s 
IV(H)1 =2n, So IV(H’)I = IV(H)( =2n. Further we can see t = 1 in H’. so 
IA(H’)J = n, for otherwise by Lemma 7 IV(H’)I > 2n. Therefore H’ = K,,,. 
For convenience, we will label the vertices of H’ by y;, xi, . . . , y:, xa, where 
y’ = to, x:, = tj. 
Since G is 2-connected, H and H’ are connected by two internally disjoint 
paths, says Pl and P2. Denote the end-vertices of PI (resp. P2) by xi, and x,!, (resp. 
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xi2 and x,!J. If ti=n,, let x~~=x,!~=x,, i.e., P,={x,}. Let Q, (resp. Qi) be a 
xi!-xi2 path (resp. xl,-xl path) in H (resp. H’) with length 2n - 2. Let C’ be the 
cycle formed by PI, P2, Ql and Qi, then 
a(C’) 2 [(2n + 2)(n - 2) + (2n - 4)(n - 3)]/2 
2 n(n - 2) + 1+ (n - 2)(n - 3) 
2 n(n - 2) + 1, 
which is a contradiction. Thus k = 0, i.e., each component of G/H is an isolated 
vertex. Denote the number of these isolated vertices by 1 (1> 0), then 
G = K,,,+[. 0 
Proposition 5. For t = 1, IA(H)1 = 2 n, n = 3, if a(G) =n(n -2), then G is the 
Petersen graph. 
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 3 and Remark 1 and 2, we can see that in 
this case the structure of H is shown as in Fig. 1. 
Suppose that there is a vertex of {xi, yF2, xT1, y;‘}, say x1, with an adjacent 
vertex y in G/Q. Then, by the choice of Q, y is an isolated vertex of G/Q. 
Further by the maximality of m, N(y) II Q[tO, fk] = 0. If x E N(y), then 
toti * . * tkxyxlx:l * - * y,x3y, 
is a path longer than Q, which is impossible. So x $ N(y). Therefore, by n 3 3, 
there exists a vertex x0 in P(x:‘, y;“] U P(x:‘, y;‘] with yx,~ E(G). By 
considering 
a longest path of G, and using the maximality of m, we see there is a vertex 
x’ E V(H)/{x,, xo2} with x;‘x’ E E(G). Define the cycle C’ by 
YlXl . . * Y2XX3Y3 * * . X2YlJ 
then y1x3, y;‘y,, y2x2 and x;‘x’ are four diagonals of C’, a contradiction. Hence 
each vertex of {x1, yT2, xl’, y;‘} has no adjacent vertex in G/Q. 
We shall prove that lP[x,, y;l]l = IP[x:‘, y;‘]l = 1. 
Otherwise, we assume, without loss of generality, that JP[x,, y;‘]( 2 2. By the 
maximality of m, we see 
N(x,) f-~ Q[b, f/J = 0 and N(y;l) n Q[h, tk) = 0. 
Now tk I$ N(x,) fl N(y;‘), for otherwise yIx2, y,y;‘, y3x3 and xtk are four 
diagonals of 
-2 -1 -1. . 
xltkY2 Y2 Y3Y3 . Y2xx3Yx1, 
a contradiction. Hence, by IZ = 3, at least one of x1 and y;’ has adjacent vertices 
in G/Q, contradicts the former statement. 
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We now can show, as in Proposition 4, that k = 0. Thus {x,, xl’} c N(t,), and 
G is the Petersen graph. 0 
Based on Propositions l-5, we complete the proof of the theorem. 0 
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